Curriculum Inputs Of K.G. For The Months Of
January, February & March 2019
English:
Reads words with vowel ‘e’ fluently, understands their meaning(s) and
illustrates them.

Keg
Pen
Reads words with double consonants“oo”- stool, cool
“ee ” – bee, free
“sh”- shop, ship
“ck”-pluck, kick
“ch”-chips, chain
“ll”- fell, bell
Reads sentences fluently and illustrates them .

eg : A bee is on a bud.

Reads sight words like green, garden, eggs, school, rings, etc.
Arranges the jumbled words to form sentences correctly
eg : not hit do lad the
Do not hit the lad.
Makes sentences with the given words orally
eg : Have - I have a green box.
Cup- A cup is on the table.
Tells rhyming words for the given word.
Eg.-bit—hit, fit, sit
pet - get , wet, set
bee- fee, see …
Creates and narrates short stories using simple words
eg : the rabbit sees carrots in the farm ……
Pastes the missing word to complete the sentence.
Eg. – A lad fell in the pit.
Makes words from the given letters and draws pictures of the words too.
Eg.-n, u, h, i, b, r, e, t. – hen, nib, run etc.
Reads short sentences from story books/newspaper.

Writes letters ‘a-z’ in four lines.
Writes three letter words in four lines.

Hindi

Number Concept
Identifies “ before” “ after” “missing” numbers from 0 to 20
eg :

___ 16 ___ 18

Learn to write numbers 3,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20.
Plays tambola game based on numbers ( 1 to 20)
Plays games like pithu and hopscotch using objects like pebbles and blocks.

Arranges flash cards from Smaller to Bigger and vice-versa
eg : 15
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Rolls the dice and tells the Before/After number of the outcome.

Revisits number rhymes with rhythmic movements
eg : Five little ducks went out to …………………………….
1 2 3 4 5 once I caught a fish alive …………………………….

EVS
Winter Season
Observes the changes in the environment like shorter days & longer nights,
chilly winds, fog, etc..
Talks about the ways to keep our body warm (wear woolen clothes, drink
hot soup or milk , bath in warm water, etc.)
Comprehends the things he/she enjoys eating like gajar ka halwa, gur patti,
dry fruits, etc.

Means Of Transport
Observes and identifies different kind of transport seen commonly on the

road.eg.

Bus

Scooter

Learns the rules of road safety and importance of traffic lights and zebra
crossing.

Classsifies between Road, Air and Water transport.
Classifies the “slow moving” and “ fast moving” vehicles with the help of
picture cards

Recites rhymes on Transport.
Down by the station,
Early in the morning,
See the little puffer bellies,
All in a row…
See the station master,
Turn the little handle,
Puff, puff, toot, toot,
Off we go…

Our Helpers
Talks to the people who help us in school like sweeper, gardener, guard etc.

Sweeper

Gardener

Identifies the picture of people who serve us and talks about their lifeDoctor, Teacher, Farmer, Gardener etc.
Solve riddles on our helpers.

Spring Season
Observes the changes in the weather- mornings & nights are cold but
afternoons are warm, one wears light woollen clothes.
Goes for nature walk & observes colourful flowers in the school
garden(learns the names of a few common flowers )

Goes to the market & observes the variety of fruits & vegetables available
during the season.

Activities Across Theme—
Celebrates ‘Lohri’, ‘Pongal’, ‘Makar Sankranti’, ‘Basant Panchami’, ‘Id E
Milad’, ‘Holi’, ‘Mahashivratri’.
Celebrates ‘Republic Day’.
Visits Rail Museum.
Celebrates ‘Annual Function’.

Grand Parent Forum Grandfather of Leela Dhingra Deb(NUR-C) was invited to the
morning assembly.He narrated a story and spoke about
moral values to the children.

Pet Day Parents of Vivaan Rao (K.G-B), Anmay Chaudhary (K.G-B)
,Gauri Lal (K.G- C) and Priyanka Prakash brought their pets to
school and talked about them.
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